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TIMBERWATCH SCOTLAND – a call for your support to assist us
in the halt of the current widespread loss without record of
Scottish historic timberwork and its tree ring data
Dr Coralie M Mills (Dendrochronicle) and Dr Anne Crone (AOC Archaeology Group)
NWDG has always been a friend to Scottish dendrochronology, inviting us to speak at
woodland history conferences and generally being interested in our work, and it has
been a welcome source of moral support. The holistic interests of NWDG members in
Scottish native woodlands, their ecology, management and history, is mirrored by the
very cross-disciplinary nature of dendrochronology which can be applied in living
woods as well as in old buildings and archaeology. Tree-ring studies can contribute to
many inter-related aspects that resonate with NWDG interests, including the past uses
of woodlands, as well as their abuses, the long timescale trajectories in changes in
woodland condition, shifting woodland dynamics, the domestic timber trade and
importation story, the Scottish climate record and environmental change studies.
Therefore, the NWDG newsletter seems an appropriate place in which to air some
rather pressing issues facing Scottish dendrochronology and the conservation of
historic Scottish timberwork. The focus of this article is about the marked lack of
funding and requirement for dendrochronology in Scotland’s built heritage when
historic buildings are undergoing repair, alteration or development. This is in total
contrast to England and most of our European and Scandinavian neighbours and it
places Scotland in a particularly backward-looking position when in so many other
respects Scotland does well in heritage matters. There is no justification for treating
Scotland’s historic timberwork and tree-ring record with such disregard, and it is time
for our heritage authorities to take action to correct this indefensible situation,
especially the architectural strands of those authorities.
This NWDG audience will understand better than most that the potential significance
of this material goes way beyond simple dating provision for historic buildings, though
that too is valuable and important. These timbers are frequently all that is left of our
historic native woodlands and our ancient working woods and plantations, they can be
provenanced as well as precisely dated, and they carry irreplaceable and unique
annually-resolved climate and environmental histories for their source woodlands, as
well as potential heritage dating information. Sampling and studying them provides
valuable information now and an archive for future scientific developments, for
example in tree genetic studies and in isotopic studies of atmospheric and
hydrospheric change. Exciting developments in oxygen isotope dating techniques by
our colleague Professor Neil Loader and his team at Swansea University are also
making shorter tree-ring sequences more datable, where they would not work in
conventional dendrochronology, and so sampling and retaining material from the
more challenging short-lived material often being removed from Scottish buildings is
also worthwhile, even if they cannot be dated immediately. Furthermore, our old
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Fig. 1a: Coralie Mills outside the
bell tower of St Giles High Kirk,
Edinburgh (which is very well cared
for by the Kirk Session) where
recent dendro-analyses revealed
the use of native oak from The
Forest of Darnaway, felled there in
winter AD 1453/54 and winter AD
1459/60, from trees of 200 to 300
years of age. Now that is what we
call carbon capture!
Dendrochronicle’s South East
Scotland Oak Dendrochronology
(SESOD) dendro-research project is
funded by a Historic Environment
Scotland Archaeological Research
Grant. Photo: Hamish Darrah.

Fig. 1b: Anne Crone coring in Cross
Chamber roof at Drum Castle,
Aberdeenshire. The oaks used here
were felled over a period from AD
1603 to 1612 and probably came
from the nearby Forest of Drum, a
rare find of native Scottish oak
timber when almost every other
Scottish building analysed has
Scandinavian timber. The Drum
dendro work was funded by NTS,
commissioned by the NTS regional
archaeologist. Photo: Alan Duffy.

Fig. 1c: Hamish Darrah coring the
mid-15th century high quality
Darnaway timber in the bell tower
frame at St Giles, Edinburgh – date
and provenance identified by treering analysis in Dendrochronicle’s
SESOD archaeological research
project (HES funded). Photo:
Coralie Mills.
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buildings are often graced with timbers from our Scandinavian and Northern
European neighbours’ native woods and, for example, it is highly likely that we have
more historic Norwegian oak timber here in Scottish buildings than Norway retains
herself. Therefore, those exporting countries’ cultural and natural heritage experts
would no doubt wish to see the historic timberwork in Scotland being cared for and
investigated properly too, so they could benefit from the environmental, climate and
heritage information that could be yielded about their own historic woodland cover
and timber exporting past.
We have long been aware that far more dendrochronology is commissioned in
England; this is in part due to the greater survival of timber-framed buildings in
England, but we also imagined that differences in the legal frameworks for the
protection of the historic environment played a large part. However, in recent
discussions with colleagues in England, we have discovered that it is not that at all: it is
entirely about more enlightened professional attitudes prevailing in England. There is
much greater understanding, appetite and funding of dendrochronology in England,
especially within Historic England – and through their influence, consequently much
tighter control on grant-aided repairs and development impacts on historic buildings
by English authorities both within and beyond the operations of the national heritage
body itself.
As a consequence, over 4000 Listed Buildings have dendro-dates in England, while the
list of standing building sites, with dates for in situ structural timbers, in our combined
Scottish dendro-database runs to only 40; the stark difference is clearly demonstrated
in Fig. 2.
Many of the dated standing buildings in our Scottish dendro-database have been
analysed through self-driven research projects, by us and by the Queens University
Belfast dendro lab before we came to Scotland to work in 1988. In fact, our combined
research projects account for 17 of the 40 Scottish standing building sites with dendro
dates (Fig. 3). In 32 years of practice by two dendrochronologists in Scotland, between
us, we only have had the opportunity to dendro-date 23 standing building sites
outside of our own research project sites. Five of these sites are Historic Environment
Scotland (HES – formerly Historic Scotland) Properties in Care (PIC – i.e. commissions
on their own buildings) while most of the other projects came via archaeological units
who could influence the brief during their own building archaeology recording work.
Very little of this work has been commissioned by architects or directly through the
developers themselves, and this must reflect the lack of conditions being set by the
heritage gatekeepers. These gatekeepers are the cultural heritage and architectural
professionals, in both HES with regard to their repair grant schemes and A-Listed
buildings, and in the council authorities with regard to impacts which should be
addressed via planning legislation.
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Fig. 2: Archaeology Data Service Vernacular Architecture Group Dendrochronology Database:
Map of dendro-dated historic buildings across England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland; Sourced
on 26.11.20 from https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/vag_dendro/index.cfm
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Fig. 3: Sources of support for dendrochronological work on Scottish historic buildings –
dendro-dated sites with in situ structural timbers. TOTAL 40 sites, funding sources comprising:
Research projects – 17 sites; Archaeological Units - 9 sites; HES PIC sites (counting Stirling
Castle as 1 site) – 5 sites; Building Preservation Trusts (BPT) – 3 sites; Developers direct – 3
sites; NTS – 2 sites; Local Government commission (LGC)- 1 site. Source: authors’ own
combined Scottish dendrochronology database.

Edinburgh City Council heritage authorities (thanks to John Lawson and his colleagues)
have been the most proactive of the council gatekeepers regarding
dendrochronological mitigation requirements; Edinburgh accounts for seven of the 18
commissioned Scottish standing building dendro-dated sites outside of our own
Research projects and outside of HES PIC projects. The runner-up position is awarded
to East Lothian Council heritage authorities with five standing building sites dendrodated. The other six commissioned dendro-dated sites are scattered through the
other council authorities, but most of them have zero commissioned standing building
dendro-dates, and that probably speaks for itself.
A further troubling detail is that very often, when we do get to work on historic
building timbers, we are seeing them ex situ and not in their original position, i.e. after
they have been removed from the building, usually with no record of where they
came from within the building, and this greatly reduces the contextual meaning of the
information that can be gleaned from them. Some 43% of the structural timber
assemblages we have ever dendro-dated, beyond the in situ timbers in the 40 dated
standing building sites mentioned above (Fig. 3), were already ex situ when we first
saw them, a fair number of them collected as long ago as the 1950s before there were
any available controls on demolition and alteration of Historic Buildings. The rest of
the building dates are accounted for by fittings like doors and panels, again often ex
situ too.
Outside of our own research projects, it has almost always been through the influence
of archaeologists that Scottish dendrochronology has been commissioned. This may
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be down to a lack of awareness rather than a willful intent by the architects, but we
have published all of our work on Scottish dendrochronology (see Key reference list at
end of article) and we have lectured widely to national and regional heritage bodies
including HES. Our work frequently features in heritage magazines and the national
press. In other words, we haven’t been keeping a secret of the amazing information
that can be revealed from the dendrochronological analysis of Scottish historic
timberwork. So, it would be pretty remarkable if the Scottish architectural heritage
profession was entirely unaware of what can be achieved through dendrochronology
and the study of historic timberwork, especially when their professional colleagues in
England make such widespread use of it.
One possible reason for this lack of uptake may be that here is no core dendro-fund
for HES staff to call upon to inform their casework, in total contrast to Historic England
which has an annual dendro-dating fund for its own casework of around £200,000 in
most recent years, and has had such a fund for a very long time. In this Covid-affected
year the Historic England casework dendro-dating fund is ‘only’ £118,000, though still
more than their internal radiocarbon fund of around £100,000. HES does have a
radiocarbon dating fund, but it has no dendro fund and never has done. The reason
for this difference may be because Historic England has a central advisory scientific
dating team of four staff, one of whom is a dendrochronologist, and there has been at
least one dendrochronologist working within the national English heritage body
(formerly called English Heritage, now called Historic England) for some 40 years, over
which period they have been able to educate staff and build a culture that appreciates
what dendrochronology offers. Staff in Historic England really value
dendrochronology, they are keen to deploy the HE dendro-fund for their casework,
and that goes as much for their architects as their archaeologists. Even a small
proportion of that amount in a central HES dendro-fund would allow us to
demonstrate the worth of the technique inside and outside of HES, and would provide
a means to develop uptake and promote good practice here in Scotland.
Furthermore, the Historic England internal dendro-fund is estimated to be around
only a quarter of the global commissioned dendro-work value in England each year.
Yet we are lucky if we see even one Scottish historic building dendro-commission
between us in a year, it can be as seldom as one commission every three years
between us. Somewhat alarmingly, there has actually been a decline in uptake over
recent years. Anyone with a knowledge of the number of Listed and other historic
buildings being repaired, altered and developed across Scotland will realise that we
are seeing only a tiny fraction of the work that should be happening. And there are
only the two of us so there is no pretending that somebody else must be doing it – we
know what is and is not being commissioned.
The necessary legal framework to protect historic fabric in our built heritage exists
both north and south of the border but it is very rarely specifically deployed in
Scotland for the recording or analysis of impacted historic timberwork. Far more
frequently such material is being discarded or given away, sometimes even sold on for
firewood, without any record or analysis. In some cases, we have been able to
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intervene, in our own time, voluntarily to rescue timbers and data from discarded
material – but it should not be through unpaid work that Scotland’s historic
timberwork, and its valuable tree ring data, is saved for posterity. Scotland’s historic
timberwork is no less important or interesting than England’s and merits just as much
professional care, attention and support. We argue that it is actually more interesting
because our Scottish timberwork is much more varied, with a much wider range of
native and imported timber sources having been used over time.
We also have a very different wood technology history, unique to Scotland and
intimately related to the development of use of our native woodland resources. The
wood-working evidence too can be incredibly interesting and informative, especially in
tandem with dendro-dating and dendro-provenancing information – for example we
could, given the chance, trace the impacts of the introduction of sawmilling
technology during the 17th century in Scotland on the acceleration of exploitation of
our native pinewoods, the documentary evidence indicating they were being felled far
more extensively from that point in time. Scandinavia adopted sawmilling much
earlier than Scotland, in the 15th century, one of the reasons why we have so much
Scandinavian timber in Scottish buildings from the late medieval period onwards, that
and the easier transportation by sea than overland at that time. By great contrast,
England adopted sawmilling much later than Scotland, as their pit sawyer guilds
resisted its introduction there until the later 18th century. There are many other
facets of our unique wood-working technology developments we could study, through
recording and researching the marks they leave on dendro-dated and dendroprovenanced timbers in Scottish buildings, an aspect which our young colleague
Hamish Darrah (Fig. 4), archaeologist and green-woodworker, is particularly interested
in pursuing.

Fig. 4: Hamish Darrah, of Dendrochronicle, during some recent green woodworking
experimentation on native Scottish oak from East Lothian.
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The examples we know of where historic timberwork has been discarded without
record are from all types of buildings from all over the country, and our evidenced
examples run from a Scheduled Ancient Monument, some A listed buildings and all
other ranks of Listed Buildings, including projects with significant national heritage
body building repair grants, to the undesignated vernacular. If we cannot even get our
gatekeepers to protect timberwork in A-Listed buildings, what hope is there for the
vernacular examples? We know of many vernacular buildings with wonderful timbers
that are just being allowed to decay (e.g. Fig. 5), with all their original fabric being at
danger of loss, and that goes for both Listed and unlisted examples.

Fig. 5a. Cs-listed Badden
Cottage, pine cruck frame,
near Kincraig, in 2008: still
nearly intact and in ‘saveable’
condition.
Photo: Anne Crone

Fig. 5b. Badden Cottage in
2010. Loss of tin roof well
advanced. Native pine cruck
frame sampled and dated to
AD 1801 in ‘SCOT2K’ NERCfunded pine dendro project
(Mills et al 2017).
Photo: Coralie Mills

Fig. 5c. Badden Cottage in
2012. Gable has collapsed.
More recent glimpses from
the A9 show much further
deterioration of condition.
What is the point of Listing
Designations if they offer no
protection?
Photo: Coralie Mills
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Some of the tree-ring data-sets derived from assemblages we have rescued over the
years have turned out to be crucial missing pieces of the jigsaw that makes up the
Scottish tree-ring database, and which allow us to be able to date other buildings and
sites in turn. For example, the NERC-funded SCOT2K native pine dendrochronology
project, led by Professor Rob Wilson, our dendro-climatological colleague at University
of St Andrews, somewhat fittingly allowed our eventual dating in 2016 of the very
long-lived slow-grown pine timbers from St John’s House on South Street in St
Andrews, ostensibly a building of around AD 1600. We had rescued samples from the
timbers, already removed and stacked up in the back green of St John’s House, after
the University removed them during building works back in the early 1990s. Some 25
years later, progress in our native pine dendrochronological research allowed us to
determine that the pine timbers’ ring patterns span the period AD 1159-1454, with a
felling date within a few years of 1454. That assemblage has therefore provided the
earliest example of Scots pine used in a Scottish building, and clearly these timbers
were transported a considerable distance as their tree-ring data match most closely
with natural pine material found in lochs in the Cairngorms. We have the
archaeologist Edwina Proudfoot to thank for alerting us to those St John’s House
timbers which would otherwise have been discarded without record. That same
rescued St John’s House timber assemblage also contained some even earlier native
oak, spanning the period AD 1072 -1248, from the ghost of an even earlier building on
the site built with timber that was probably grown in Fife itself. These are the earliest
set of structural timbers so far identified dendrochronologically to have survived in an
extant building anywhere in Scotland, and they were so very nearly discarded without
any record or analysis. This is just one example of many where rescued material has
proved to be incredibly interesting and important. That St John’s House occurrence
was in the early 1990s but sadly nothing has changed despite all our work in advancing
and promoting dendrochronology in Scotland since then, and historic timber
assemblages are still being removed and discarded without record all the time.
What has become apparent is that while our archaeological colleagues recognise the
value of dendrochronology in ascribing value and significance to the built heritage and
subsequently commission analytical works, those in the architectural world do not.
There appears to be a serious disjunction, in Historic Environment Scotland in
particular, between the archaeological and architectural worlds, in that the mitigation
strategies that are a requirement of the planning process are applied by the
archaeologists but not by the architects.
When we first came to Scotland in the late 1980s to work in Scottish archaeology (for
the Central Excavation Unit, after completing our dendro PhDs at the University of
Sheffield) and started to offer dendrochronology here, we were told by some old
hands in the built heritage world that we shouldn’t bother because there would be
nothing of interest in Scotland. They said that most of the original timbers were long
gone and that most of what was in buildings was re-used anyway and so was
meaningless with regard to dating. How much further from the truth could you be!
The work we have undertaken shows quite the opposite. A fascinatingly rich story has
emerged, indeed is still in the process of emerging, with much diversity and change in
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the nature of the timber supply over time, much regional and chronological
complexity, and the exploitation of a much wider range of tree species than is the case
in England. In other words, we contend that Scotland’s historic timber story is way
more interesting than England’s! The diversity and complexity can make it more
challenging but we feel it is also more rewarding and certainly less routine, and it has
significance well beyond the built heritage world.

Ready for battle: ladies of the Scottish tree-rings. Photo: Linda Harkness.

We are hearing ever more frequently from community heritage groups and members
of the public about timber assemblages they have seen being removed or disposed of,
sometimes even material they have rescued themselves. They seem to care far more
about this material than the authorities (with a couple of notable exceptions)
currently do.
We would welcome the support of the NWDG community in this endeavour. If you
feel you can help us in our campaign, please email us at
timberwatch@dendrochronicle.co.uk and we will reply, though we may not be able to
do so immediately. Please also be our eyes and ears on the ground, and if you see
Scottish historic buildings with old timbers being worked on or removed, please make
a note of them, tell us the name and location of the building, take photos if you can,
including of any hoardings showing who is doing the work and who is funding it. Some
of the high-profile examples we have accumulated evidence for have had significant
publicly-funded grant assistance. Thank you in advance for your help and support.
We will share copies of this article with key personnel in our national, council and
professional heritage bodies too, so they cannot claim not to be aware in the future,
and so they can start to enact the much-needed changes. We do expect them to effect
change, and quickly.
Study of Scotland’s historic timbers can tell us so much about the past of our native
woodlands as well as about our built heritage. These timbers are not a renewable
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resource. In short, they ain’t making ‘em any more. Surviving examples are rare
enough as it is, without allowing any more of them to be skipped, discarded or
burned. We have to say we feel immensely disappointed with the attitudes of the
majority of the built heritage authorities in Scotland, and we are deeply upset to think
of all the amazing assemblages that have been lost without record. A line has to be
drawn under this now before we lose any more precious historic timbers and all the
stories they could tell. There has to be proper support in Scotland for our discipline in
future as there is and has been in England and most other European and Scandinavian
countries for a very long time. We will help to shift professional practice from here to
there, but we can only do that with support from the heritage authorities to help
effect that change.
Yours aye
Coralie and Anne
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